People

We have openings for PhD, postdoc, research scientist, and programmer positions in the Habanero project at Rice University and Georgia Tech. Send email to Vivek Sarkar (v.sarkar AT rice.edu) or (v.sarkar AT gatech.edu) if you are interested in joining us or in collaborating with us.

Faculty: Vivek Sarkar

Senior Research Scientists: Zoran Budimli, Kathleen Knobe

Research Scientists: Max Grossman, Akhiro Hayashi, Jun Shirako, Jisheng Zhao

Post-Doctoral Researchers: Tiago Cogumbeiro, Farzad Khorasani

PhD Researchers: Prithayan Barua, Prasanth Chatarasi, Arghya Chatterjee, Sana Damani, Ankush Mandal, Sriraj Paul, Caleb Voss, Fangke Ye, Lechen Yu

Other collaborators at Rice: Rich Baraniuk, Corky Cartwright, Swarat Chaudhuri, Keith Cooper, John Mellor-Crummey, Ray Simar, Chris Jermaine, Linda Torczon, Lin Zhong

Habanero Alumni

- **Ph.D. Students:** Kumud Bhandari (PhD, 2018), Rajkishore Barik (PhD, 2009), Sanjay Chatterjee (PhD, 2013), Yi Guo (PhD, 2010), Shams Imam (PhD, 2015), Mack Joyner (PhD, 2008), Deepak Majeti (PhD, 2015), Raghavan Raman (PhD, 2012), Kamal Sharma (PhD, 2014), Drago Sbirlea (PhD, 2015), Alina Sbîrlea (PhD, 2015), Rishi Surendran (PhD, 2017), Sanak Tarlar (PhD, 2015), Nick Vrvilo (PhD, 2017)
- **Post-doctoral Researchers:** Rajkishore Barik, Akhiro Hayashi, Martin Kong, Jun Shirako, Edwin Westbrook, Yonghong Yan, Jisheng Zhao
- **Research Programmers:** Vincent Cavé
- **Senior Research Scientists:** Michael Burke
- **Research Scientists:** Charles Koelbel, Vivek Kumar
- **MS Students:** Rabimba Karanjai (MS 2018), Yuhan Peng (MS, 2017), Jonathan Sharman (MS, 2017), Bing Xue (MS, 2017), Yuming Zhang (MS, 2014)
- **Graduate Interns:** Xinyi Cen, Julien Le Maire, Wei-Cheng Xiao
- **Undergraduate Interns (from Rice):** Maha Aziz, Emma Breen, Heng (Anna) Chi, Odette Du, Peter Elmers, Junyuan Guo, Nicholas Hanson-Holtry, Gloria Kim, Hubert Lee, Jungwoo (Eric) Lee, Yoko Li, Ayush Narayan, Timothy Newton, Jarred Payne, Caleb Spare, Anant Tibrewal, Hunter Tidwell, Matthew Zhao, Xiangjin (Rho) Zou
- **Undergraduate Interns (from outside Rice):** Ashutosh Agarwal, Peter Anderson, Keisha Cumber, Stephanie Diehl, Amit Gupta, Adarsh Keshan, Lauren Micheloni, Jovan Stojanovic
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